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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two methods can an administrator use to manually install
a third-party printer driver while ensuring that only the core
required driver components are present in the XenApp
environment? (Choose two.)
A. The AppCenter
B. The XenApp Server Role Manager
C. The Microsoft Print Management Console
D. The vendor-supplied setup.exe file
E. Print Server Properties
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have set up a test of a suitably phrased null hypothesis.
After analyzing the statistical underpinnings of the test and
the stringency requirements you have imposed, you have
determined that the probability of rejecting the null
hypothesis equals 30%. The probability that you will reject the
null hypothesis when it is true is equal to 13% and the
probability that you will reject the null hypothesis when it is
false is equal to
17%. The significance level of your test equals ________.
A. 17%
B. 13%
C. 30%
D. 6%
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
The significance level equals the probability of making a Type
I error, which is the error of rejecting the null when it is,
in fact, true. In this case, this has been given to be equal to
13%.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company is decommissioning a site where a Cisco Unity
Connection cluster resides. This cluster is part of a larger
network of Unity Connection servers linked using HTTPS
networking. Which three steps remove the site from the network?
(Choose three.)
A. Remove the Unity Connection primary server from the HTTPS
network on each node in the cluster.
B. Determine if the Unity Connection cluster to be
decommissioned sits between the hub and another Unity
Connection site in the hub-and-spoke topology.
C. Update any downstream Unity Connection locations so that
they link with a Unity Connection that will continue to have
access to the hub location.
D. Remove the existing link to the remaining Unity Connection
locations subtree and add new links to locations that will
remain connected to the hub.
E. Update any remote call handlers and interview handlers that
targeted the users on the location as well as any location
downstream from the commissioned site to be removed.
F. Remove all servers in the Unity Connection cluster from the
other clusters in the HTTPS network.
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three statements are true about table data storage in an

Oracle Database? (Choose three.)
A. Multiple row pieces from the same row may be stored in
different database blocks
B. Index block free space is always contiguous in the middle of
the block
C. A table row piece can be chained across several database
blocks
D. Multiple row pieces from the same row may be stored in the
same block
E. Data block headers contain their own Data Block Address
(DBA)
F. Data block free space is always contiguous in the middle of
the block
Answer: A,C,E
Explanation:
Reference:
https://antognini.ch/2016/10/whats-the-difference-between-row-m
igration-and-row-chaining/
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